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ABSTRACT
Organizations and individuals usually have well defined objectives at any given point of time and
invest their resources systematically to fullfill the objectives by setting their goal and formulating
and following a strategy to chase their goal. Various strategies are used to chase the goal in both
organizational and individual cases include competitive strategies or red ocean strategies,
monopoly or blue ocean strategies, sustainability or green ocean strategies, survival or black
ocean strategies, and mixed or white ocean strategies. The complexities of business decisions
after globalization of business and technification of business processes, winning or sustaining or
even surviving in current business is considered as an intensive challenge for organizations and
also to individuals. In such environment called the turbulent business or social environment for
organizations and individuals respectively, a new strategy for survival called “Alternative
Strategy” is proposed in this paper and the concept of the strategy, its importance in the current
business environment for organizational decisions are discussed. The paper also looks into the
understanding of the Generic strategies, their applicability and constraints while identifying the
importance of alternative strategy. Eight postulates are developed to support the concept of
alternative strategy, and an alternative strategy model is suggested using lateral thinking
techniques. The model consists of evaluating and comparing the alternative strategy with primal
strategy using ABCD analysis framework. Such model of alternative strategy can be used at
operational level, tactical level, and strategic level of any organization to realize its objectives.
Keywords:Organizational strategy, Goal reaching, Competitive strategy, Technification of
business processes, Monopoly, Sustainable strategy, Survival strategy, Alternative strategy,
Aithal Postulates on Alternative Strategies.
1. INTRODUCTION :
Strategy is a systematic plan of action to ensure
success or to reach desired future state.
Strategy is mainly about a set of options and
choice of a course of action among them to
achieve the expected outcome. Strategy is an
important action to achieve an individual goal, to
achieve organizational objectives and solve
major problems, to fulfil government objectives,
and to manage challenges of even military
systems. Organizations and individuals usually
have well defined objectives at any given point

of time and invest their resources systematically
to fullfill the objectives by setting their goal and
formulating and following a strategy to chase
their goal.
In general, strategy is considered as a very
important tool to resolve certain aspects of the
various frame of references as listed in Table 1.
Various generic strategies are used and modelled
in strategic management research especially in
business dealings both in organizational and
individual cases include competitive strategies or
red ocean strategies systematically organized by
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M.E. Porter [1], monopoly or blue ocean
strategies systematically organized by [2],
sustainability or green ocean strategies
systematically organized by [3], survival or black
ocean strategies systematically organized by
Aithal P. S. [4-6], and mixed or white ocean
strategies systematically organized and published
by Aithal P. S. [7].
As per another classification, there are three
basic kinds of business strategies which include
general strategy,
corporate strategy,
and
competitive strategy. Further, strategy models
are also classified into three types as linear
strategy, adaptive strategy, and interpretive
strategy. Linear strategy focuses on planning
such that goals, and the means of achieving
them, are the results of strategic management [8].
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In linear strategy, leaders of the organization
plan how they will deal with competitors to
achieve their organization's goals. Adaptive
strategy focus on the development of a viable
match between the opportunities and the risks
present in the external environment and the
organization's capabilities and resources for
exploiting these opportunities [9]. Adaptive
strategy focuses on the organization and its
internal change, proactively or reactively, to
maintain alignment with consumer preferences.
Interpretive strategy deals with organizational
leaders convey instructions that are intended to
motivate stakeholder in ways that improves the
performance of the organization [10].

Table 1 : Use of strategy in different Frame of references
S. No.

Frame of Reference

Tool

Context of Use

1

Concept

To explain a concept in understandable manner

2

System

To improve the system performance

3

Idea

To implement an Idea

4

Issue

5

Problem

To solve a problem optimally

6

Objective

To fulfil the objectives in minimum time

7

Responsibility

To fulfil your responsibility

8

Model

To understand and implement a model

9

Technology

To develop and adopt a technology

10

Science

To prove an issue or event scientifically

11

Game

To maximize the gain or minimize loss

12

Competition

To win in a competition

13

Business

To start and expand business

14

People

To manage and satisfy people

Strategy

To identify and resolve an issue
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15

Resources

To utilise resources optimally

16

Development

To reach the future desired state

2. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH :
The objective of this paper is to systematically
analyse the importance of keeping an alternative
strategy along with every generic strategy or
specific strategies to have a substitute to ensure
success. Specifically, it includes:
(1) Introducing a new type of strategy as a
systematic strategy as an alternative for the
generic strategies to overcome the challenges and
constraints of generic strategies.
(2) Defining the alternating strategy as a new
effective strategy for solving such problems by
developing suitable postulates.
(3) Reviewing the related research to know
where and in which subjects people frequently
used such alternative strategies.
(4) Understanding Generic strategies, their
applicability, and constraints.
(5) Developing postulates to support alternative
strategy.
(6) Alternative Strategy Model.
(7) Possibility of using the alternative strategy in
operational level, tactical level, and strategic
level of business organizations.

3.
RELATED
RESEARCH
ALTERNATIVE STRATEGIES :

ON

Even though the alternative strategy is not
developed systematically as a strategy in the
history of strategic management subject, many
researchers used it in many areas to solve their
problems when normal procedures/methods are
prohibitively challenging. Table 2 contains some
of such alternative strategies used in various
areas to tackle the problems. Many subjects and
areas used alternative strategies include Biology,
Genetics, Management, economics, social
sciences, Agricultural science, Water technology,
Energy, Sociology, education, Political science,
Information
science,
Medical
sciences,
Nanotechnology, Electronics, statistics and
Mathematics, Pharmacy, etc. Many types of
research in cancer treatments also use various
alternative strategies. But in this paper, we have
proposed systematic thinking on alternative
strategy and its usage if the prevailing strategy
fails. Keeping an alternative strategy in any
business decision is important now a day due to
the need of sustainability in future competitions.

Table 2 : Some of theAlternative strategies used in various areas to tackle the problems
S. No

Alternative Strategy
discussed
of

Subject/Area

1

Development
state

Welfare Economics

2

Doing Research

Management
Social science

3

Animal reproduction

Genetics

4

Product differentiation and Marketing
market segmentation

Year

Authors

1992

Whitfield,
(1992).

D. [11]

Reisman,
(1988).

A. [12]

& 1988

Reference

1983

Dunbar, R. I. M. [13]
(1983).

1956

Smith,
(1956).
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Resolving
cross-cultural Business Ethics
ethical conflict

6

7
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1994

Kohls,
J.,
& [15]
Buller, P. (1994).

Weed control

Pest control in 1990
Agricultural science

Altman, J. Et al. [16]
(1990).

Education

1990

Rowan, B. (1990).

8

Organizational Design of
Schools
Paths to scaling-up:

Non-Governmental
Organizational
strategy

1996

Uvin, P., & Miller, [18]
D. (1996).

9

Drug development

Pharmaceutics

1999

Kuhlmann,
(1999).

10

Participatory research

Sociology

1996

Cancian,
(1996).

F.

M. [20]

11

Tackling the soil salinity Agricultural science 2,000
problem

Qureshi,
(1993).

R.

H. [21]

12

Selecting
controls

Funkhouser, et al. [22]
(2000).

13

Fulfilling stringent effluent
guidelines

Water Science and 1994
Technology

Eckenfelder,
W. (1994).

14

To manage cancer

Medicine

1998

Foster Jr, R. S., et [24]
al. (1998).

15

Testing
Circuits

2007

Chien, C. F., et al. [25]
(2007).

16

Wastewater recycling and
reuse

2003

Ganoulis,
(2003).

17

Digitizing the qualitative
Information Science 2002
research process
Moors' model in randomized Statistical methods 2000
response sampling

Brown, D. (2002),

19

Cost-effectiveness analysis

Vaccination

2008

Smith,
(2008)

20

Assuring blood safety

Biology

2010

Epstein,
(2010).

18

population Epidemiology

of

Integrated Electronics

Water technology

2,000

[17]

J. [19]

W. [23]

J. [26]

[27]

Singh, S., at al. [28]
(2000)
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21

Improved Note-taking with Automation
computers

2013

Bui, D. C. Et al [31]
(2013)

22

Global
politics
development

2012

Vom Hau,
(2012)

23

Spatial
reasoning
diagrams

2010

Stieff, M., et al. [33]
(2010)

24

To reduce tax evasion

Income tax

2011

Alm, J. (2011).

[34]

25

Diversification vs.
specialization

Economics

2012

Kaulich,
Florian (2012)

[35]

26

Safety assessment of
engineered nanomaterials
Task Shifting

Nano medicine

2013

Nel, A. E. (2013).

[36]

Healthcare

2017

Architha Aithal et [37-39]
al (2017).

27

4.
IMPORTANCE
OF
MANAGEMENT
AND
STRATEGIES ADOPTED :

of Political Science

with Mathematics

STRATEGIC
VARIOUS

Strategy is considered as an important task in
organizational and individual effort of achieving
the long term goal. A systematic strategy
development and implementation ensure to
winning the challenge and in such case, proper

M., [32]

management of planned strategy by means of
making appropriate decisions plays an important
role. Table 3 highlights some of the
organizational strategic levels and various
strategies adopted by managers while making
decisions towards solving their problems or
identifying further challenges.

Table 3 : Organizational Strategic Levels and various strategies adopted
S. No.

Organizational Strategic Levels

Strategies adopted

1

Operational/ Functional level

Functional level strategies like efficient production,
Effective marketing, finance & accounting, Human
resource management strategies etc.

2

Business level

Competitive strategies, Monopoly strategy,
Sustainability strategy, Survival strategy etc.

3

Corporate level

What industry, What business, What jurisdiction,
What team etc.

5. GENERIC STRATEGIES AND THEIR
APPLICABILITY :
Michael Porter in 1985 developed a generic
strategy framework [40]. This framework

comprises of two alternative strategies for
competitive
advantage.
They
are
(1)
Product/Service differentiation, and/or (2) Low
cost leadership. Both have the scope of narrow
and broad focus.
Here product/service
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differentiation strategy can be also considered as
a form of blue ocean strategy and leads to
monopoly. Similarly, the low cost leadership
strategy can be also considered as a form of red
ocean strategy and leads to competition. As per
Porter, these generic strategies are also
alternative strategies to each other. Here, an
organization can choose either low cost
leadership strategy or differentiation strategy as
two faces of a single coin. These strategies are
more useful at the business level and widely
applicable to all business organizations of any
size and of any industry. Generally, cost
leadership can be achieved by economy of scale
through automated mass production/service
using latest technologies and selling to global
customers
whereas
product/service
differentiation can be achieved by creating
higher value than those offered by competitors.
But in many cases, it is proved that the generic
strategies failed to provide a competitive
advantage to the firms. In such cases, it is
suggested to use mixed strategy [7] for ensuring
success. The concept of alternate strategy allows
organizations to use other strategies in different
circumstances
including
diversifying
product/services, globalization, acquisition, joint
venture, liquidation, and retrenching. Thus due to
internal and external environmental conditions,
an organization should identify a substitute
strategy called alternative strategy if the prime
strategy fails to yield the expected result.

intention to improve the quality and reduce cost
[41].
(2) Alternative Marketing:
It deals with finding a new way of doing
marketing to reach the information about the
products or services ubiquitously anywhere in
the world without increased cost like web
marketing [42].
(3) Alternative Strategy:
This is the topic of this paper and deals with a
parallel strategy to competitive or generic
strategies in order to ensure success in the job or
work of individuals, groups, or organizations
without using additional resources. The Concept
and Importance of Alternative Strategy made it
as a new strategy to be followed in Operational,
Business, and Corporate Decisions to ensure
Success in intended work.
(4) Alternative Finance:
The definition of alternative finance includes an
instrument, channel, or system of finance which
shows the characteristics different than the
regulated banking system. Alternative finance
may use various technological innovations, like
digital currencies, disintermediated business
models, online distribution and lending
mechanisms to provide alternative ways for
traditional finance. The alternative finance has
characteristics like transparency, speed, and
convenience, and has changed the way people
and institutions do businesses and performs
financial transactions [43].

6. ALTERNATIVE BUSINESS ISSUES :

7. Alternative Strategy as Real/Augmented
Alternative :

Alternative concepts, systems, models, solutions,
strategies are not new in the history. As
mentioned in Table 2, various alternative
strategic models are being used in many areas
since a long time. In business management also
the concept of alternatives issues are considered
by many people systematically. Some of the
Alternative Business Issues are:
(1) Alternative Production:
It
encompasses
on
alternative ways
of producingproposed components / products by
utilizing less resources, less time consumption,
less wastage and less by-products with the

Generic strategy is a straightforward strategy
planned and developed to solve the problem.
However, alternative strategy can be a real
strategy or an augmented strategy to solve
problem with some additional advantages and
benefits. These advantages and benefits may be
low cost and hence less investment; or minimum
processes and hence less time consumption, or
improved quality and hence enhanced demand,
or wide reachability and hence increased sales,
use of technology and hence decreased wastage
respectively as given in Table 4.
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Table 4 : Advantages and benefits of Alternative strategies :
S.
No.

Advantages of Alternative Strategy

Benefits of Alternative Strategy

1

Low cost

Less investment

2

Reduced processes

Less time consumption

3

Improved quality

Enhanced demand

4

Wide reachability

Increased sales

5

Technologies based automation

Decreased wastage

6

Easy to perform

Enhanced performance

7

Needs detailed study of the problem

Enhanced understanding of the problem

Aithal Postulates on Alternative Strategy:
Alternative strategy is parallel strategy can be
also called the dual strategy of the primal, to be
used when the primal strategy is considered to be
costly, or time consuming, or leads to low quality
solution, or easy to perform, or make use of
automation to reduce wastage in business
processes. The following eight postulates called
“Aithal Postulates” are applicable while
developing alternative strategy for any primal
strategy:
(1) Alternative concept is based on duality
principle of nature :
Nature likes duality. In the nature, light shows
duality with wave properties and particle
properties, every matter/material also shows dual
nature as particle nature and wave nature.
Similarly in business optimization, every
maximization problem has an associated
minimization problem as its dual and vice-versa.
Hence in decision science, every primal strategy
should have an associated dual strategy called
Alternative strategy. Alternative strategy can be
used equally as parallel strategy which may lead
to either maximizing or minimizing the
advantages and the benefits.
(2) Technification of processes in the
organization supports Alternative strategy:
The complexities of business decisions after
globalization of business and technification

(automation of processes using technology) of
business processes by means of technology based
automation leads to decrease in cost, improved
quality, enhanced efficiency, reduction in
performance time, and minimization of wastage.
Technification based strategy is the only solution
for winning or sustaining or even surviving in
current business and other organizations
challenges. The proposed alternative strategy
focus on possible technification of business
processes.
(3) Alternative strategy is based on
Customization of Business services:
Customization of business services are present
requirement. Customization in business
services consists of cutting‐edge management
methods, processes and tools that give
organizations the capability to produce
customized, affordable, high‐quality goods and
services, at optimum time and cost. Optimized
customization of the characteristics of business
services at a given location, given time, and
specified amount of time gives rise to the
requirement of alternative strategy. As
customers and their needs grow increasingly
diverse, customization approach has its own
difficulties in the way to add unnecessary cost
and complexity to business operations. In this
regard, alternative approaches on designing or
redesigning a product, process, or business
service, leads to possible insights into how to

P. S. Aithal et al. (2018); www.srinivaspublication.com
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serve their customers best.
(4) Alternative strategy should focus on
Delighting the customers:
The
implementation
of
optimized
customization in business services leads to
customer delight. Alternative strategies of a
planned strategy should focus on customer
delight so that the business model can expect
long term sustainability and the organization
can get the benefit of enhanced profit.
Delighting the customers is a strategy to
transform an organization into customer driven
organization. Alternative strategy should focus
on adding key elements like delivering the
promise, providing a personal touch, going the
extra mile, and resolving customers problems.
(5) Alternative strategies should become active
when Convectional (primal) Strategies fails in
reaching optimum solution:
The organizational internal and environmental
factors affect the implementation of planned
primal strategy. In such cases the decision
makers in the organization should think on
alternative strategy which has both advantages
and benefits in reaching the optimum solution.
(6)
Alternative
strategies
focus
on
organizational sustainability:
Organizational sustainability depends on internal
resources and capabilities, the business model,
the nature and relevance of technification,
competitiveness
and
innovation
ability,
legitimacy, future-look on opportunities and
preparedness. The alternative strategy may focus
on these aspects while re-look into the
alternatives for sustainability.
(7) Alternative strategies focus on increasing
the overall performance :
Increasing
overall
performance
of
an
organization based on re-looking into its strategy
is essential in present business scenarios and
environment. Various theories and methods helps
such improvements in overall performance of the
organizational productivity either by increasing
their efficiency or by effectiveness or both. In
this regard, many theories of 20th century
including Theory X, Theory Y, and Theory Z
will help to develop primal strategies [44] and to
counter or with new outlook, 21st century
organizational performance theories including
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recently developed Theory A (Theory of
Accountability) helps the decision makers to
develop alternative strategy for increasing
overall performance [45-49].
(8) Alternative strategy need not be new
strategy:
A well-known generic strategy can be alternative
strategy for a given strategy under consideration.
For example, in table 5, some of the generic
strategies and possible alternative strategies are
listed. Depending on the place, time, and
situation, some of the already identified
strategies can be used as alternative strategy for a
primal strategy. Based on evaluation of existing
strategies using ABCD framework of analysis
[50-51] one can find an alternative strategy for
the primal strategy.
8. Alternative Strategy Model :
Alternative Strategy model is based on Aithal
Postulates. The model consists of evaluation of
primal
strategy
for
its
desired
output/performance and if not satisfied,
developing an alternative strategy in any stage
like at the beginning or at any stage during the
primal strategy implementation process. The
model uses advantages and benefits analysis in
comparison with constraints and disadvantages
analysis in ABCD analysis framework [50-51].
The model consists of four stages : (1)
Developing alternating strategy using some
lateral thinking techniques, (2) Evaluating the
alternative strategy using suitable analysis
framework, (3) Comparing alternating strategy
with primal strategy using comparative analysis.
Lateral thinking techniques like six thinking hats
[52-55] can be used in this regard. (4) Choosing
the best strategy out of primal and alternative for
implementation in the organization. ABCD
framework is recently developed system,
concept, and strategy analysis framework, useful
for analysing and comparing strategies based on
four constructs called advantages, benefits,
constraints, and disadvantages. Many research
papers used this analysis method for studying
affecting factors and critical constituent elements
based on identifying various issues related to the
stakeholders [56-70].
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Evaluate Primal
Strategy using ABCD
Analysis Framework

Problem

Compare

Σ
Alternative
Strategy using
Lateral Thinking

Choose the
Best
Strategy

Evaluate Alternative
Strategy using ABCD
Analysis Framework

Fig. 1 : Alternative strategy model based on lateral thinking & ABCD analysis
The detailed study on developing, evaluating,
and implementing alternative strategies in
various organizations for the different industries
is in progress and will be published soon.
9. Alternative Strategy as Alternative for
Generic Strategies :
Alternative strategy is useful when the primal
strategy is already developed for a problem and
the decision maker may feel or realize that a new
or improved strategy will improve the solution
due to the fact that optimum solution changes
with changes in internal and external aspects in
the organization. Such changes in internal and

environmental factors allow the decision maker
to develop alternative strategy to further improve
the solution. Both primal strategy and alternative
strategy are developed to find optimum solution
i.e., have same final objective. But the amount of
resources they consume including time may vary
so that one strategy gets importance over other or
vice-versa. The organization may plan alternative
strategy at any stage if it feels so during its way
of solving problems to realize its goal. Table 5
lists some of the generic strategies the
organizations follow and their possible
alternative strategies to be considered.

Table 5 : List of Generic strategies and possible alternative strategies
S. No.

Generic Strategies

Alternative Strategies

1

Low cost leadership

Differentiation

2

Product/Service differentiation

Low cost leadership

3

Diversifying

Liquidation, Globalization

4

Globalization

Retrenching, Acquisition

5

Acquisition

Joint venture, Globalization

6

Joint venture

Acquisition, Globalization
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7

Liquidation

Diversifying, Retrenching

8

Retrenching

Globalization, Diversifying

Apart from above strategies mentioned in table 5,
a decision maker may develop a new strategy as
an alternative strategy which may be white ocean
strategy consisting of the mixture of all generic
strategies including red ocean strategy, blue
ocean strategy, green ocean strategy, and even
black ocean strategy.
10. Conclusion :
The concept of alternative strategy is
systematically analysed by considering the
importance of keeping an alternative strategy
along with every generic strategy or specific
strategies to have a substitute to ensure success.
Based on identifying various alternative
strategies used in different subject areas the
importance of alternative strategy is evaluated.
Using our definition of alternative strategy as a
new effective strategy for solving such problems,
suitable postulates are developed. The paper also
focussed on the understanding the Generic
strategies, their applicability, and constraints
while identifying the importance of alternative
strategy. Based on importance of the alternative
strategy, eight postulates are developed to
support the concept and discussed. The
alternative strategy model is suggested using
lateral thinking techniques and evaluating and
comparing it with a primal strategy using ABCD
analysis framework. Such model of alternative
strategy can be used at operational level, tactical
level, and strategic level of any type of
organization to realize its objectives.
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